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Background:
Effects of neoadjuvant chemotherapy(NACT), adjuvant chemotherapy(ACT), and radiation(RAD)
on the reconstruction process have not been studied fully.
Methods:
From January2012 to December2016 two surgeons at one hospital performed breast
reconstructions with tissue expanders(TE) on 445 patients. Patients were split into eight
cohorts based on cancer therapy: Group1(no treatment,n=193), Group2(NACT,n=43),
Group3(ACT,n=55), Group4(NACT+ACT,n=13), Group5(NACT+RAD,n=60),
Group6(ACT+RAD,n=37), Group7(NACT+ACT+RAD,n=20), Group8(RAD,n=24). Percentage of
patients who chose flaps and percentage who lost reconstruction after TE explant were
calculated. Among patients who received implants(n=268), percentages of patients with various
complications were calculated. Numbers of surgeries at different stages in the reconstruction
process were counted. ANOVA & Tukey-HSD were run.
Results:
Group6(8%) had the highest loss of reconstruction after TE explant(p=.05). Group7(80%) and
Group5(61%) had the highest rates of patients choosing flaps without implant placement(p=0).
Amongst patients receiving implants, percentages of patients with all complications were equal,
except for TE exchange: Group6(15%) had the highest rate of TE exchange for new TE(p=.01).
Amongst patients receiving implants, Group5(39.1%), Group6(35%), and Group8 (35.7%) had
the highest percentages of patients undergoing at least one complication surgery before
implant placement(p=.04). There were no significant differences in the percentage of patients
undergoing at least one complication-related surgery after implant placement(p=.91) or
percentage of patients undergoing at least one revision surgery(p=.75). Amongst patients
receiving implants, mean number of total surgeries per patient was equivalent across
groups(p=.12).

Conclusions:
Given that Group6 had the highest percentage of lost reconstructions, highest rate of TE
exchange, and second highest percentage of patients undergoing at least one complicationrelated surgery, extra care should be taken when guiding these patients through the
reconstruction process. However, insignificant differences across other complication measures
should allow surgeons and patients to remain cautiously optimistic about pursuing tissue
expander-based reconstruction concurrently with cancer therapies.
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